
#18 6'2" 215 RS-SO
Throwing Mechanics

Placement & Accuracy
Arm

Mobility
Mentality

#15 6'3" 215 RS-JR
Vertical Ability

Playmaking
Physicality & Toughness

Route Running
Hands

#2 6'4" 235 RS-SR
Vertical Ability

Playmaking
Physicality & Toughness

Route Running
Hands

#11 6'3" 205 RS-SR
Vertical Ability

Playmaking
Physicality & Toughness

Route Running
Hands

#10 5'9" 165 RS-SO
B-

#84 6'0" 180 SO
C

#23 5'8" 190 SR
Physicality & Toughness
Short Area Athleticism

Vision
Balance

Move the Chains Factor

#29 5'11" 200 RS-SR
A-

#21 5'11" 215 RS-FR
B+

#82 6'6" 255 RS-JR
B-

#78 6'6" 260 RS-SR
C

John Bachus III 188/332, 2549 yards, 18 TD, 9 INT
QB

B+ Tough runner who can generate positive yardage. Not dynamic but athletic enough to be impactful.

High level of inconsistency to placement, with a tendency to throw passes high.
Lofts the ball downhill but lacks the desired velocity on his throws.

Tucks the ball more often than desired but improvises well and is willing to take a hit.

Good footwork and mechanics, though his release may be a hair slow.

WR/TE
Colton Dowell 38 catches, 765 yards, 4 TD

Has both the speed and burst to be a dynamic threat at the position.
Generates phenomenal YAC, fights through contact and possesses great balance.

A
Willing and able blocker, takes on contact and embraces every hit.

Great routes given his size, very clean cuts.
Great hands, very strong catching the ball with quality ball security.

109 carries, 784 yards, 6 TD, 11 catches
Doesn't always gain additional yardage after contact, runs with inconsistent pad level and leg drive.

Cuts fairly well, but not quite as explosive as some of the other backs on the roster.

Kevin Butler 3 catches, 51 yards, 2 TD

WR
Rodney Williams II 9 catches, 111 yards

Has the speed and length to separate from the defender and find open space.
More physical than dynamic when it comes to athleticism.

A-
Engages with defenders on run plays when necessary and is physical as he sees fit.
Exceptional feet and COD despite his size. Great route runner for a big receiver.

Doesn't have the most natural hands, but effectively makes the catch.

Jeremy Horton 9 catches, 126 yards
Speedy, undersized receiver. Dynamic ability overall but makes very sloppy cuts.WR

WR
Donnell Williams 13 catches, 164 yards

Fast enough to separate from the defender, but not fast enough to be a game changer.
Fairly agile and will gain some extra yardage, but nothing out of the ordinary.

B
Stays in position to block but rarely makes contact. More physical with the ball in his hands.

Runs good routes given his size, but fails to make clean cuts.
Good hands, firmly makes and secures the catch.

Good route runner but is very average in every other regard. Not dynamic enough to be impactful.

TE
Christian LaBreche n/a

Special teamer who will have to shake off some rust at TE, most clear candidate for reps.

TE
Collin Tatko 2 catches, 3 yards

Wore #85 last year, now listed at OL. Overall play style is aggressive, but has horrible technique. 

Does okay catching the ball, has plus speed and is an athletic player overall.

RB
LaMarcus Young 44 carries, 132 yards, 1 TD, 13 catches

Fast and explosive, very natural balance with exceptional receiving ability.

RB
Zak Wallace 10 carries, 28 yards, 2 catches

Very dynamic in a small space, plus speed. Excellent vision, balance, and burst.

Great timing, sets up his blocks well and maximizes what is blocked for him.
Relatively poor balance, stumbles upon contact and only recovers part of the time.B

WR

RB
Peyton Logan



#68 6'3" 315 RS-JR
Effort & Aggression

Athleticism
Flexibility
Run Game
Pass Game

#76 6'9" 330 RS-SR
Effort & Aggression

Athleticism
Flexibility
Run Game
Pass Game

#55 6'3" 270 RS-FR
Effort & Aggression

Athleticism
Flexibility
Run Game
Pass Game

#77 6'2" 310 RS-SR
Effort & Aggression

Athleticism
Flexibility
Run Game
Pass Game

#79 6'4" 290 SO
Effort & Aggression

Athleticism
Flexibility
Run Game
Pass Game

LT
Malcolm Miller 3 starts at RT in '19

High effort but often falls off his assignment. Persistent player with major technical issues.
Athletic tackle set, moves extremely well and can even pull across the formation as necessary.

C
Phenomenal flexibility, bends extremely well at the knees and shows flexible ankles too.

Doesn't get a firm grip on the defender and struggles to maintain blocks over the course of the play.
Strong anchor and can't be bullrushed. Get to his shoulder and you can rip off any of his blocks.

LG
Chris Jackson Started final 4 of '19 at LG

High effort, very aggressive player who will work hard untitl the end of the play.
Moves fairly well laterally, not as well vertically. Feet can be slow at times.

B
Good flexibility, bends well from the knees and gets his heels into the ground.

Successful, aggressive blocker if the defender is right there. Misses assignments if he pulls.
Wins against a bullrush but struggles against quicker defenders with developed pass rush moves.

C
Reed Davis 1 start at center (vs JSU) in '19

He finishes his blocks and plays until the echo of the whistle.
Unathletic and slow, lacks ability to move to the second level. Struggles to stay on his feet.

C+
Average flexibility with solid knee bend.

Weak at the POA, holds like crazy. Disengage his hands and you can move him off his spot.
Quick initial step and strike. Frequently helped by a guard, but maintains good leverage.

RG
Aries Davis All-OVC first team in '19

High effort player with solid aggression. Occasionally gets overly aggressive at the snap.
Excellent athleticism for a guard, pulls well and moves to the second level with ease.

A-
Knee bender who gets exceptionally low in his stance.

Will only lose if the defender has a quicker getoff. Generally creates big lanes for the RB.
Maintains blocks for the duration, holds up well against stunts and all kinds of pass rush moves.

RT
Gavin Olson 9 starts at RT in '19

Very average in both of these regards.
Decent athleticism, steady drop with average movement in space.

C
Comparatively poor flexibility, doesn't bend well at the knees and primarily bends from the waist.

Plays really high and doesn't always get a clean strike on the defender. Easy to shed his blocks.
He wins if you come straight at him, but he'll lose against defenders with bend off the edge.


